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Introduction

We continue the study of higher order Laplacians introduced in the previous paper

[9J. We slightly modify this notion because now we use unnormed integrals w.r.t. a

kernel function H(p,q). The infinitesimal generators (the higher order Laplacians) are

denoted by CJ~k) .

In this paper the normal analycity playa an imPQrtant role. A Riemannian

manifold is defined to be normal analytic Hit is real analytic in the normal coordinates.

A kernel function H(p,q) is normal analytic H, for any p, the kernel function

Hp( • ) = H(p,·) is analytic in the normal coordinates defined around p.

In the first chapter we prove the Basic Theorem of the operators r4k) asserting

that for asymmetrie (H(p,q) = H(p,q)) normal analytic function H the Laplacian

commutes with the operators o~k) if and only H:

1) on any geodesics i the kernel function H2/ w (where w is the Riemann-density

in normal coordinates) is depending on the geodesics distance r(p,q); Le. a

function t/J exists such that H2/ w is of the form t/J (r(p,q)) on i,
i i
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2) the kernel function ß(p,q) = H(p,q)/ w(p,q) satisfies the ultrahyperbolic

equation

(&p R)(p,q) = (&qß)(p,q) .

In Chapter 2 we prove that all the spaces satisfying the curvature condition,
V'Pjk + V.[), . + VkP" = 01 1~ Xl IJ

for the Ricci tensor Pij are normal analytic. As all the Einstein metrics satisfy the

condition (*) so this is a generalization of the Kazdan-De Turck Theorem [1].

We show too, that the condition (*) holds if and only if the Laplacian 4

commutes with the second Willmore's operator &(2) = oi2) .

From these theorems, for example, the normal analycity of the D'Atri spaces

(where the geodesics involutions are volume preserving) folIows. Furthermore aspace is

D'Atri space if and only if the Laplacian commutes with the operators o~k).

In~olving also the other invanants u~i)(q) of the Jacobian field in the

considerations, similar theorems are proved also for the so called (i)-D'Atri spaces.

The author would like to express many thanks to Professors U. Abresch,

J. Kazdan, N. Koiso for the valuable discussions while he was stayjng at Max-Planck

Institut für Mathematik in Bonn in the aca.demic year 1987-1988.

§ 1. The Basic Theorem of the higher order Laplacians

Let H(p,q): Mn )( Mn-i R be a Coo-kernel function on a Coo-Riemannian

manifold Mn. For a unit vector cp E. Tp(Mn) the ep(r) denotes the are-wise
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.
parametrized geodesics with the tangent vector ep at p = ep(Q) . In the first part of

this paper-series we introduced the averaging operator EH'p' r along the geodesics
, J

spheres Spir using the normalized function H(p,ep(r))/f H(p,ep(r))dep as weight

function, where dep means the normalized euclidean measure of the unit tangent

vectors in the tangent space Tp . The higher order Laplacians A~k) w.r.t. H were

defined by the even derivatives w.r.t. rasfollows:

(1.1)

where f{J is a Cm-function on Mn.

In this paper we deal mostly with the unnormed averaging UEH'p 'r defined by, ,

(1.2)

and the operators o~k) are defined by the 2k-th derivative:

(1.3)

This operator can be written also in the following form:

(1.4)
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where V~ i) ia the covariant derivative of i-th order furthermore
e

H~ a) := V~ a)H = VV... VH(ep' ... ,ep) . Notice, that these operators are ofthe form
ep ep

(1.5)

where D~~~ is a differential operator furthermore

(1.6)

is a scalar operator (multiplication with the function >.~k)) .

It is plain that the operators [J~k) are self adjoint in the L2(Mn)-Hilbert space

if and only if the kernel function H is symmetrie : H(p,q) = H(q,p) .

Let f(r): IR --+ IR be a Coo-even function (Le. f(r) = f(- r)) . It defines the

radial kernel function F(p,q) = f(r(p,q)) on Mn, where r(p,q) = r (q) means thep

geodesics distance between p and q. For the product-kernel-function

(1. 7)

we have

(1.8)

(ffi)(p,q) := F(p,q)H{p,q)

k

CJa~) = 1: [~~ ] pa)(O)CJ~k-a) ,
a=O

where ~2a)(O) is the (2a)-th derivative of f at O.
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In this chapter we investigate mainly the commutativity of the Laplacian !J. = ViVj

with the operators D~k) . We draw into these considerations also the convolution *
defined on functions as usual by.

(1.9) H * <P(p) = JH(p,q)<p(q)dq .

First notice that the Taylor formula gives the expression

(1.10)

for the unnonned averaging UEHjpjr(CP) = J<p(ep(r))H(ep(r))dep . This fonnula is the

so called pre=Pizzetti-formula. If the functions cp and H are normal analytic , then the

right side converges for small values of r .

Let "'p(q) = v'det IglJ I be the Riemannian density in anormal coordinate

neighbourhood around p. If f in (1. 7) is a function of compact support whose

supporting radius (the infimum of the positive o-places) is less than the injectivity

radius of the manifold at a point p, then the function

(1.11)
F H

fR :=~
p cup

is well defined around the point p. In anormal coordinate neighbourhood around p we

get

(1.12) (f eN) * CP(p) = n 1Jf(r)r
n

-
1(J cp(e (r»H(e (r»de )drn- p p p
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therefore by the Taylor series (1.10) we have

(1.13)

where l1n- 1 is the volume of the (n -l}-dimensional euclidean unit sphere. H the

functions tp and H are normal anylytic, then the right side of (1.13) is convergent for

the functions f with smallsupporting radius.

For a fixed radius r = R , the averaging opera.tor UEH'p'R can be generated, ,
!rom the convolutions operators of the form (f '" ) * as follows.

Let fn be a function-series which tends to the Dirac function

(1.14)

Then the operator series (fn tN) * tends (on the continuous functions) to the

operator UEH;p:R'

Lemma 1.1 Let H(p,q) be anormal analytic kernel function on anormal analytic

space. Then the Lapalcian & commutes with the operators o-kk); k = 0,1,2,3... if

and only if it commutes with the convolution operators (f Jr) * for any f.

Proof It is enough to testify the commutativity on normal anylytic functions tp. In this

case the function

is analytic w.r.t. the variable R at any point p.
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If !J. commutes with the opera.tors [J~k) ,then rPp;R =0 holds for any R by

the Pizzetti-formula (1.10). Therefore the A commuts with the operators UEH'p'R, J

for any fixes R. Using Riemannia.n summs for the integral (f~) *=f f(r)UEH;p;rdr

we get the commutativity with the operators (f Jr) * as weIl.

Conversely, if fi commuts with the operators (f eN) * then it commutes also

with the operators UEH;PiR by the approximation procedure described at (1.14).

Therefore the 6 commutes with the operators:

(1.15)

as weIl.

Q.e.d.

Lemma 1.2 The Laplacian A commutes with a convolution operator G * if and only if

the kernel function G(x,y) satisfies the ultrahyperbolic equation

(1.16) (A G)(x,y) = (6 G)(x,y),x y

where 6 (resp. 6 ) means the Laplacian's action w.r.t. x (resp. w.r.t. y).x y

Proof The commutativity

(1.17)
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satisfies if and only if (1.16) holds.

Q.e.d.

Now we are in the position to formulate the Basic Theorem of the operators

o~k) .

Theorem 1.1 Let H be asymmetrie (H(x,y) = H(y,x)) normal analytic kerne!

function on anormal analytic space such that H(pJp) f 0 for any p. Then the

Laplacian commutes with the operators D~k) if and only if

1) fot any geodesics i a function t/Ji : IR+ ----+ R exists such that the function

H2(x,y)!w(x,y) is of the form tfJ
7
(r(x,y» on 7, i.e. it depends only on the

geodesics distance r(xJy) on any geodesics,

2) the kernel function H(x,y)/ w{x,y) satisfies the ultrahyperbolic equation

(1.18)

Proof Hy the Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 the ä commutes with the operators D~k) if and

only if all the functions f B(x,y) satisfy the ultrahyperbolic equation

(1.19)

On the other hand we have
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(1.20)

where the coma means derivation hom the radial direction furthermore we used also the

classical formula

(1.21)

Similarly we get

[
n-l W~(Y)] ,(& F )(y) = ftl(r (y)) + ;-T;;\ +~ f (r (y)) .

Y x x rx\YJ wx\YJ x

(& FYeNY)(x) = [f"(rY(x)) + n-1 f' (rY(x))] RY(x) +
x rY(x)

(1.22)

where ~(y) = RY(x) = R(x,y) . Notice that the second expression in (1.20) resp.

(1.22) can be written in the following form (uaing R(x,y):= H(x,y)/ w(x,y))

(1.24)

(1.25)

W' (y) H [ H
2

] ,<U ~ y +vr; y) =:y tn "': (y)

(wY)' (xl eNY(x) + 2( eNY)' (x) = HY(x) [tn (Hy)2 ] I (x) .
wY(x) wY(x) wY
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The w(x,y) is an analytie symmetrie kerne! funetion (see the remarlc8 at (1.34))

therefore also the kernel-funetions ciV(x,y) and

(1.26)

are smooth asymmetrie kernel functions.

The equation (1.19) satisfies for any f if and only if

1) On any geodesics 'Y the symmetrie kernel function Zi(x,y) satisfies the equation

(1.27)

2) the kernel function dI satisfies the ultrahyperbolic equation

(& dI){x,y) = (ä eN)(x,y).x y

H we write the kernel function Zi in an arc-wise parametrization of '1 in the form

Z,(t ,8) : IR )( IR --+ IR , then (1.27) is equivalent with the equation

(1.28)
8Z 8Z
1Ji1- (t,s) = -7ff1- (t,s) .

The proof of the Theorem can be finished by the following Lemma
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Lemma 1.3 The general symmetrie solution of (1.28) are jnst the functions of the form:

(1.29) Z,.,(t,s) = ,p,..ll t -si) 1

where t/Ji : IR+ ---+ IR is a funetion of one variable.

Proo{ For the functions of the form (1.29) the equation (1.28) obviously holds.

Conversely, if Z,., is a symmetrie solution of (1.28) then it satisfies also the

hyperhoHe equation

(1.30)

Therefore the Z,., is of the form

(1.31) Z,., = q,(s -t) + ""s + t) .

For such function the (1.28) gives

(1.32) q, I (8 - t) + .,p' (s + t) = t/J I (s - t) - .,p' (s + t)

therefore .,p' = 0 i .,p = constant and so Z,.,(s,t) = ,pi(s - t) folIows. From the

symmetry Zi(s,t) = Z1(t,s) we get Z1(s,t) = ,pi( Is - tl) , which proves the Lemma

completely.

Q.e.d.
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The above theorem will be used mainly to the kernel functiona defined by the

aeveral invarianta of the Jacobian field. More precisely let Ap;r be tbe Jacobian

endomorphism fieId along a geodeaics ep(r) defined by

Atl + R 0 A = O· A - o· A I - Id
pjr e (r) p;r f p;O - J PiO- ,

P

where R. ( . ) = R( . Je (r))e (r) ia the Jacobian curvature operator fieId along
e (r) p P

P
e (r) aeting in the (n -l)--dimensional aubspace atanding orthogonal to e (r) . Thep p

invarianta u(i)(e (r)) = u(i)(q); q = e (r) ; of A , defined byp p p p pjq

determine loeal kernel iunctions which are symmetrie by the weIl known property

*A =Ap,q q;p

of·the Jacobian. The q(n-l) = det A = B ia the polar-density function, i.e.
p p p

wp(q) = I~-1(q)8p(q) J

where w ia the Riemannian density introduced earlier. The a5aymptotic behaviour of
p

q(i)(e (r)) ia:
p p

(1.33) u~i)(ep(r)) = [ nil] r
i + higher order terms.
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These functions are not smooth at the diagonal points (p;p) in general. Hut if we

normalize these functions in the following way:

(1.34)

*.
then the functions q~(q) are smooth functions in a neighbourhood of the diagonal

{(p,p)} . Also the properties ;(i)(q) =;(i)(p); ;(i)(p) =1; ;(n-l) = w satisfy
p q P

obviously.

The explicite expression of the operators 0 l~h can be computed by the power
q

series of the Jacobian field. Also notice, that for the constant kernel functions

H(p;q) = 1 , the operators o~ ki are just the Willmore operators A(k) introduced in

the first part of this paper-series. Using the recursion formula (2.10) of this previous

paper aB weIl as the power series method, we get the following formulas by an easy

computation

(1.35)

(1.36)

(1.37)

(1.38)

1 [A ab 3 abcd ] ]+ 5(n-i) - 6aR + Pa~ + 2" RabcdR ,
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_ 6 ~R + 1 R2 + 4 P 1 oab + 1 R Rabed].5" ! 5" aO' 3' abed

In these formulas Rabcd = (VbVa - VaVb 8c'{)d) is the curvature tensor furthermore

Pab = RaPbp resp. R = P: is the Ried curvature resp. the eurvature sealar.

§ 2. Analycity at eommuting higher order LÖeplacians

In this ehapter we eonsider the Riemannian Spates s&tisfying the curvature

condition:

(2.1) V'P'k +VJJ1~ + VkPt· = 01 J J ~ IJ

for the Ried eurvature Pij' All the Einstein manifolds satisfy this eondition, so the

following theorem is a generalization of the Kazdan-De Turck theorem.

Theorem 2.1 All the Riemannian metries satisfying the curvature condition (2.1) are

real analytie in the harmonie resp. normal coordinate neighbourhoods.

Proof Using the method of harmonie coordinates (developed in the proof of the

Kazdan-De Turck theorem [1]) we have to prove only that ihe symbol
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(2.2)

of the equation (2.1) is injective. This property obiously satisfies, as if

{.hjk + {.hki + (kh.. = 01 J IJ

for any e,then

(2.3)

from which hjk = 0 folloW8. This proves the injectivity of (2.2) and the theorem

completely.

Q.e.d.

Theorem 2.2 A Riemannian spate satisfies the condition (2.1) if and only if the

Laplacian commutes with the second Willmore's operator t:,. (2) .

The equation (2.1) holds also in the tase, if the Laplacian commutes with the

operators 0 (1) , 0 (2) . More precisely this commutativity is equivalent with the
*(i) *(i)u u

conditions: (2.1) and A(2) = constant .
*( i)u

Proof Hy (1.36) the operators 4, &(2) commutes if and only if the Laplacian

commutes with the operator

(2.4)
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Using the Ried identities, thislast commutativity is equivalent with the equation

(2.5)

The highest (third) order therm. of the differential operator on the left side is

so the equation (2.1) follows for the spaces satisfying the commutativity

&&(2) = &(2)& .

Conversely, if (2.1) holds, then

(2.7)

so we have to prove, that & commutes with pf,JViVt . This commutativity is

equivalent with (2.1) and with the following equations

(2.8)

(2.9)

We show (using the llicci identities) that the equations (2.8) and (2.9) follow from (2.1).

In fact, the equation (2.8) follows from (2.1) by the following computation.
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VVi ij ts t js V Vi V Vi= . PD + 2p R. . + 2p.p + PD' + D p. =
I.{,S 1 J 1 S ",,1 "" SI

VVi ij ts t is= . PD + 2p R. . + 2p. P ,
1 (,.s 1 J 1

because VsVipti = Vt VipSi = 0 by (2.7). The equation (2.9) follows !rom (2.1) by

(2.11) t i t i t io= V VViPts + V VVtPsi + V VVsl1t =

ViV vt Vi _pt -ptVP t= i Pis + 4Rsp l.i fT -6y p,

which is just (2.9) by (2.7). This proves the first statement completely.

For the second statement we have to notice, that the operator o( 1) is of the
*(i)u

form P.4 + Q.R ,where p. and Q. are conatantj therefore from 40( 1) = o( 1) A it
1 1 1 1 *(i) *(i)

u u

R = constant follows. So the A commutes also with 0(2) Hf it commutes with an
*(i)u

operator 01 the form

where the function tP(I') is the constant time of the function A(2) defined in (1.6).
*(i)u

From this commutativity we get an equation similar to (2.5), for which the highest order
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term on the left side is (2.6) again. So also the Spates with the properties

(2.12) äo(l) = 0(1) ä; äo(2) = 0(2) ä
*(i) *(i) *(i)' *(i)
U U (J U

satisfy the curvature condition (2.1). More precisely (2.12) satisfies Hf beside (2.1) also

A(2) = constant holds.
*(i)
(J'

Q.e.d.

We have to mention that the half part of the theorem was proved also by O.

Kawalski in [7]. In fact, he proved that the commutativity ää(2) = ä (2) tJ. implies the

condition (2.1), but the equivalentness of these conditions (Le. the conversed statement)

is not proved there.

§ 3. D'Atri spaces

A Riemannian space is called to be a D'Atri space if the geodesics involutions are

volume preserving. In such spaces the odd order derivatives "'~ 2k+1) of the density
ep

function "'p vanish. Specially

(3.1)

follows, which is equivalent with the condition

(3.2) V.P'k + V. 0. . + VkP.. = 0 .1 J J ,- k1 IJ
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Therefore the D'Atri spaces are normal analytic manifolds by Theorem 2.1.

Let ~(y) be the restrietion of the density function w (y) onto the geodesics g.x x

If these functions are of the form ~(y) = tP (r(x,y)) then the space is obviously a
x g

D'Atri space. The eonversed statement is also true, i.e. this property chara.cterizes the

D'Atri spaces.

In fact, a D'Atri space is anormal analytic therefore the function ~(y) is an

analytie, symmetrie and central symmetrie kerne} funetion (double funetion) on the

geodesics g. Such funetions are always of the form ~(y) = tPg(r(x,y)) proved by O.

Kowalski and L. Vanhecke [8] (Theorem 2.5). So we have

Theorem 3.1 The D'Atri spaces are normal analytie manifolds and these are

characterized by the propenYJ where the density funetion ~(y) depends only on

r(x,y) (Le. it ia of the form uP(y) = tP (r(x,y)) on any geodesics g.x g

Combining trus theorem with the Basic Theorem 1.1 we have

Theorem 3..2 A spaee is a D'Atri space if and only if the Laplacian commutes with the

operators 0 ( k )
w=;(n-l)

Proof If the space ia a D'Atri space then it ia normal analytic and also the denaity w is

normal analytic function (by the previous theorem). Furthermore the functions

w2/ w= w resp. w/ w= 1 satisfy the eonditions 1 reap. 2 of Theorem 1.1, therefore the

Laplacian commutes with the operators o~k) .
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Conversely, if the A commutes with the operators [J~k), then the metric is

normal analytic by the Theorem 2.1 and 2.2 furthermore the wg is of the form

~(q) = tPg(r(p,q)) by Theorem 1.1. I.e. the space is a D'Atri spate.

Q.e.d.

A Riemannian manifold is defined to be an (i)-D'Atri Spate if the kerne! functions

(;~i»2/I11p are centralsymmetric at any point p.

Using the same argument as before we get

Theorem 3.3 The (i)-D'Atri spa.ces are normal analytic spaces. Aspace is an

(i)-D'Atri space if and only if the kernel function (;~i)(y))2/w is of the form

if>,.,(r(x,y)) on any geodesicB 'Y.

Theorem 3.4 The Laplacian commutes with the operators o(k) if and only if the
*(i)
(f

space is an (i)-D'Atri space satisfying the ultrahyperbolic equation

(3.3)
*(i) *(i)

L1x (fw (x,y) = 4y (fw (x,y).

The Willmore's commutative spaces (or probabilistic commutative spaces) are defined

by commuting Willmore's operators. All these 8paces are D'Atri spaces by the following

theorem
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Theorem 3.5 The Laplacian commutes with the Willmore's operator if and only if the

space is a D'Atri space satisfying the ultrahyperbolic equation

(3.4)

F. Tricerri an~ L. Vanhecke investigated [10] homogeneous Riemannian manifolds

G/R with commuting invariant differential operators. They proved that all these spaces

are D'Atri spaces. This result is a special case of the above theorems, raather more a

stronger theorem can be stated: All these spaces are (i)-D'Atri spaces (for any index i)

satisfying also the ultrahyperbolic equations:

(3.5)
*(i) *(i)

l! ~ (x,y) = 4 ~ (x,y) .
x w y w
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